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President’s Message, Jerry Van Heeringen
Even though Starbucks has been serving their pumpkin spice latte for
several weeks and Costco has Halloween decorations on display, as I
write this it's still two days before the official start of Fall. Here in
Nevada County Fall begins on Saturday September 22 at 6:54 pm. While
our bees won't be quite as busy as they have been since spring they're
not going to sleep and we can't ignore them. It's critical as always to
monitor varroa levels and at this time of year the weight of our colonies.
A simple way to check your colonies for weight is the two finger test. If
you can lift one end of a double super colony with two fingers then your
bees will likely need some supplemental feeding. My bees were unable
to make any surplus honey for me to harvest this year which means they may not have enough for themselves.
If you are uncertain about how to check for varroa or colony weight please ask at the meeting.
Don't forget that nominations for officers begins at the October meeting. If you are interested in a position don’t
be shy. Either speak up yourself or ask someone near you for a nomination. You can also contact any board
member. We’re always excited to have more people get involved.

October 1st Meeting – 7:00 PM
For this month’s meeting, Elina Nino from the UC Davis Bee lab will be discussing her current research
projects. There will be no dinner before the meeting.

Bee Bits
Submitted by Randy Oliver
Report on our request for an Emergency Bee Registration Ordinance.
Thanks to all who turned out to the Ag Advisory Commission meeting in support of our proposed ordinance to
establish a 2-mile separation between commercial apiaries, and to limit the number of hives per non-landowner
location to 48 during the spring and summer. And thanks to the head of the Commission, Rich Johannsen, who
is strongly supporting us, as well as our relatively new Ag Commissioner, Chris de Nijs, who is willing to help
us beekeepers. Laura Barhydt from the Ag Advisory Commission also volunteered to help with the creation of
this ordinance.
We were the last on the agenda at the meeting, but that gave us a chance to see how we beekeepers have not
done as much as we should to participate in agricultural affairs in Nevada County—we need to have a stronger
presence, and make our needs known!
In speaking with those on the Commission afterward, the attendance by our members was very well received,
and will again be important when the Ordinance is brought to the Board of Supervisors. Each time that I asked
for a nod of heads, or the raising of hands, all of you in attendance made a strong impression! Thanks again.
The point that was made to the Ag Commisssion was that this is an instance of an ag group (the beekeepers)
asking for regulation (the last thing that most aggies want). But we need such a regulation to protect both our
hobby beekeepers, as well as our few resident commercial beekeepers from large operators looking for a place
to “park” hives when not in almond pollination.

All it would take is for one operator to set a few thousand of his hives, with syrup feeders, around Nevada
County during our honey flow, to eliminate the production of any local honey by us resident beekeepers. This
would be a clear case of The Tragedy of the Commons (Google it if you haven’t read this classic essay). This
proposed Ordinance is a proactive plan to ensure the sustainability of beekeeping in Nevada County, and
especially to protect hobby beekeepers (those with fewer than 10 hives would pay no fees, and have no distance
restriction).
As it stands, unless others step forward to volunteer their time, Randy will work with Chris de Nijs, to clean up
the draft Ordinance.
Chris asked for “teeth” in order to enforce the ordinance. I proposed this:
I completely agree with your needing teeth. I suggest that you be given authority to abate a violation within 72
hours by removal of the unregistered or illegally-placed hives, at the owner's expense. They could be
transported to a holding yard on County property, and auctioned off if not claimed and paid for within two
weeks. One of us commercial beekeepers, under the supervision of the Sheriff, could transport the hives.
How’s that for teeth? Chris is not the least interested in causing trouble, and will only respond to complaints.
I’ve also suggested that rather than stepping on the slippery slope of getting involved in the writing of an
entirely new beekeeping ordinance, which would require collaboration with the Planning Department and
County Council (dealing with setbacks, nuisance issues, etc), that we leave the solving of nuisance issues up to
the discretion of the Ag Commissioner (in this case, I feel that if it ain’t broke, we have no need to fix our
existing situation with a new law). So at my request, the Ag Advisory Commission changed their motion from
a new “Bee Ordinance” to a more-limited new “Emergency Bee Registration Ordinance.”
Our hope is that by narrowing this ordinance, as well as it being an emergency ordinance, that we can get the
Supervisors to approve it before next season. Again, this will likely require letter-writing, and meeting
attendance by beekeepers.
I will keep the NCBA informed of our progress via this newsletter, and tell you when we need help. Any
suggestions or comments are best addressed to either Chris or Randy.
A couple of comments from Chris:
•

the ordinance will have to go through the Planning Dept, and then the Planning Commission as well as
be reviewed by County Counsel. We can not avoid this. I will be doing everything in my power to get
this through before the next forage season, but this is not something that will happen overnight. While
the proposed ordinance is a good start there is still much to discuss.

•

Also it is important that beekeepers register their hives ASAP with the AG Commissioner, especially
commercial operations if they wish to be grandfathered in. While we have not said 2018 registrations
will be grandfathered in I believe you wanted some sort of grandfathering. I can tell you that while it
was great to see the support at the meeting, I can’t help but feel that many are not registered.

Winter Management
Submitted by Janet Brisson
I just listed to Kevin Inglin’s Beekeepers Corner podcast #118 on Winter Management and it is great.
I saved it so I can listen every year.
Kevin is in New Jersey, but the methods he used are perfect for our high-altitude foothill living.
Here is the link http://www.bkcorner.org/episode-118-bonus-edition-winter-management/

Minutes ~ last meeting
Submitted by Jack Meeks
PROGRAM:
Gizmos & Gadgets. Randy Oliver exhibited his motorized varroa mite agitator using a rechargable battery, to
shake 100% mites off a bee-alcohol sample while opening the next hive in a large yard. Investigating honey
robbing activity, he uses a hive entrance strip with a long thin magnet at the top to collect tiny iron discs which
are color coded and lightly glued to the hairs on the backs of neighbor hive foragers. The discs detach to the
magnet as bees enter, and the home hive of each reveals the amount of robbing. Another indication of robbing
activity is when the weights of mite-free hives increase or decrease daily. Anti-robbing screens are made of
1/4inch woven metal screen folded in front of the hive entrance, 3-4 inches tall, installed after dark, which home
bees learn to leave and return above, while robbers see as obstacles.
Janet Brisson showed a YouTube Internet TED.com audience (TechnologyEntertainmentDesign) lecture by
John Miller at a recent TED.UNC conference. TED lectures are stage performances by authorities on hundreds
of topics worldwide. (TED.com) John Miller, itinerant beekeeper with 2.3 million hives (formerly 6 million) described with philosophical humor, the bees' lament. Nectar crops are being displaced by intensive planting of
crops with little nectar, pesticides are more toxic and spread widely by crop dusters, and Varroa Destructor
mites are widespread since 1987 and spread viruses as well as killing bees. Beekeepers have seen 25% annual
hive losses. Internet TED.com library has five or more lectures on beekeeping topics.

HopGuard II
Submitted by Janet Brisson
This year, my monthly sugar shakes showed we had no mites all the way through August. Now it is mid-September. I have 4 hives and 3 nucs all lined up in our bee yard that I’m going to test again.
Hives/nucs 1 through 3 showed no mites. Hive 4, one of our strongest, dropped 4 mites in the water. Not quite
the 6-mite threshold, and in normal times, I would do a sugar dusting to be on the safe side, but I had a package
of HopGuard II that I wanted to try. As I closed the hive to go onto hive #5, suddenly there was a funnel of
bees coming towards me. It looked like swarm.
I looked at my other hives, no bees pouring out of any of them. I had read that banging pots will cause the
swarm to settle and because of that, I put two metal pans in the bee yard that had been sitting there for years. I
banged them together, thinking the bees would settle in our persimmon tree. The bees landed on the side of hive
4, the hive that I just examined and did a mite test on. In a few moments I had a small mass of bees hanging
onto the east side of the hive. I grabbed a bottom board and hive body with about 5 frames of drawn comb,
pushed it against the other hive and slide the mound of bees into it.
When I was done, I looked in front of hive #4 and there were bees fighting on the ground, rolling around in
fierce combat. Now I am thinking, are these bees robbing this hive? There are robbing screens on all our hives,
the new bees don’t look they are trying to get in. Yet all these bees are fighting. Not sure what to do at this
point, I decided not to check the remaining three. I did slide an entrance reducer into the new hive, but thinking, this is not a swarm, but something else.
The next day I checked the new hive. I found 3 frames of bees and an unmarked queen. There were no dead
bees on the ground, but that could have been meat wasps taking them away. Hive # 4 was still packed with
bees, no real damaged there.
I’m thinking now, maybe I knocked hive 4 when I was sliding those bees off and since I just did a full inspection and sugar shake, maybe they were a little antsy and when they smelled the swarm, that was the last straw.
But now, all is well.

I had listed to Kevin Inglin’s podcast on Winter Management and he stressed reading all the instructions on any
miticide you use, each time you do a treatment. Well, yikes, there are a lot of warnings on the HopGuard box…
gloves, eye protection, etc. And you need to treat all the hives in your apiary. Basically, you use 2 strips per 10
frames of bees in the brood nest.
24 hours later I checked my plastic boards. I used a combination of boards with grids and plain plastic and I
oiled them all, which was a mistake. The first 3 hives and nucs only had a few dead mites on them. They were
the ones with no mites in the sugar shake. Hive 4 was different. So many mites, I couldn’t count. And they
were on a plain plastic board, even harder.
Out of the next 3 that didn’t get tested, only the nuc had more mites, about 40.
Hopguard II is supposed to be effective for 15 days which will be the end of September. I’ll do a sugar dusting
on the hive and nuc and see how many more mites I can capture and let you know at the meeting.

Hive 4 Sticky

Close up section of Hive 4 sticky after 24 hours
In the meantime, check out the podcast on winter management. It’s great and can be accessed here:
http://www.bkcorner.org/episode-118-bonus-edition-winter-management/

CLASSIFIEDS
Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available
for rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated
and there's lots of hot water for cleanup.
For more information: 530.273.6608
Dadant Little Wonder Honey Extractor with stand.
Hand extracts 4 deep or shallow frames per load. Used
twice. Excellent condition. $380 for both.
274-1098 Kathleen
Amy Hustead, Bear River Bees
Consultations, Swarm Removal
One on One Mentoring
530.613.7171
BearRiverBees@gmail.com
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The Nevada County Beekeepers Association is dedicated to
apiculture education and promotion of the art and science of
beekeeping among beekeepers, agriculturists, and the general public.
This is a “not for profit” organization. Donations are welcomed.
Meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 7 PM at the
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building at 255 South Auburn
Street in Grass Valley. All visitors are welcome. Use the back
entrance.
The newsletter is published monthly as a service to the membership.
Articles, recipes, commentary, and news items are welcomed and
encouraged. Contributions should be received by the 20th of the
Month to be included into the next issue.
Submit to garyg@newpress.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) in this newsletter is usually available
and need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per year for
NCBA members and $16 per year for non-members. Please email
Janet Brisson at rubes@countryrubes.com
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October 1st Meeting 7:00PM
Elina Nino from the UC Davis Bee lab
discussing her research.
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